
2 PLAYERS' 

MAINIAlf: I deck of cards 

GOAL: Have the most cards at the end of the game. 

NUT: 
I. Card Values! 

• Ace .5 
• Jock .12 
• Queen = 9 
• King =14 

2 Shuffle the cards arid divide the deck evenly between the two players. 
Keep.the cards face down. 

3. Each player fume over two cards from their pile at the same time. 
Players use the two cords to Form a fraction with the lower card is 
the numerator and the higher card Is the denominator. 
Players compare the two Fractions. The player with the greater 
Fraction wins the round and keeps all of the cords In their win ate 

5. If the fractions are equivalent, the cords are placed In a center pile, 
Players draw new cords and create two new fractions to compare. 
The player with the greater fraction wins the cards for both rounds. 

6. Ploy continues untf at of the cards in the flip piles are used. 
7. The winner is the player with the most cards In their win pile at the end 

of the game. 
ta[MEWEV I he smaller card becomes the rpmerator and the 

c°"` larger card becomes the denominator of the fraction. 

VAPIATION- Players flip three cords and are allowed to chscard 
• one of them before forming their fraction. 
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Q PLAYERS' 

MATEVIALS: 2 dice 

GOAL: Roll and build the largest number possble. 

PULES': 
Each player draws a game board (or uses one that is printed). 
Players rol dice to gather digits for their number. These digits can 
be placed on their game board in any location, however once they 
are placed they cannot be moved 

2. Player One rolls both dice and writes their two digits on their. game 
board. Each player can place one number during the game in the 
-throw away box'. 

a Player Two rolls both dice and writes their two dgits on their game 
board. 

LI. Play continues until both game boards are completely filed. 
5. The winner is the player who has the largest number at the end 

of the game. 

p040410. Once a number 8 placed. it cannot be moved. Only 
ONE number can be thrown away. 

VAt21A11ON: Switch play to build the smallest number possible. 

EXAMPLE GAME BOARD. 

GAME POAPD: 
RIR011 AM' 
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2 PLAYERS' 

MATEVIAIT: I deck of cards (face cards and tens removed - 
aces worth il 

GOAL: Have the most ca-dc in your win Pile after the round. 

I. Shuffle the cards and divide the evenly between the 
players. Keep the cards face down. 

2. Simultaneously, both players turn over three cards 
from their flip pile. Each player uses their three cards 
to make the largest three-digit number possible. 

3. The player with the largest three digit number takes all 
six cards and places them in their win pile. 

H. Play continues until all cards in the flip piles have been 
used. 

S. Players then count their cards in their win piles. 
6. The winner is the player who has the most cards in 

their win pile. 

earwig :  Cards that are won are kept in a separate pile 
than the flip pile. Game ends when all cards In 
the flip pile have been used 



2-1/ PLAYERS 

MA1E121A1f: I deck of' cards (face cards and tens removed - 
aces worth D 

GOAL: Be the first player to run out of cards in your hand. 

V(ALCV: 
I. Shuffle cards and place them face down In a draw pile. 
2. Each player draws Ave cards to have In their hand. 
3. To start each turn, players must draw one card. 
LI. Players take turns asking another player for a card 

(number) that would add up to ten with a card that they 
have in their hand 

B. When a par of cards (two that add up to ten) is found, 
players remove the cards and they can ask for another 
card to try to And another match. 

6. If a card (number) is asked for and the other player does 
not have It they must draw a card and their turn is over. 

7. The winner is the player who gets rid of all the cards in 
their hand first or has the most cards when the draw pile is 
gone. 

VEIVI[M10: Each player must draw a card to start 
their turn. 



MATRIAIT: I deck of cards 

GoAL:  Be the first player to reach MO or have the highest 
amount at the end of the game. 

RAG: 
1. Shuffle the cards and place the deck face down. 
2. Each player starts with 10 cards. 
3. Players take turns drawing and discarding one card 

at a time. The goal Is to collect exactly $1.00 in your 
hand. 
• Aces = IT Twos = 2a Threes =3it ... etc. 
• Jacks -it Queens =12a Kings =13T 
Play continues until a player has exactly WO in their 
hand or the draw pile is gone. 

5. The winner is the player to reach $1.00 in their hand 
first or the player who has the highest amount In 
their hand when the draw pile is gone. 

ep til[Merk. You must draw a card and discard a cord 
'"`-- • during every turn. 

ANTON: Change the number of cards in your hand to 
be 8 or 12 for a game. 2Ve. R+I 



2-Y PLAYERS) 

MATERIALS': 2 dice 

GOAL: Get the highest score (added differences) after five 
rounds of play. 

PAM 
I. Player One rolls the dice. They make a two-digit 

number using their dice. They then Find the 
difference between 100 and their number This 
becomes their round one score. 

2. Play continues for all of the players. 
3. Play continues for five rounds. At the end of the 

Live rounds, players add individual round scores 
together to find their tot d score. 

LI. The winner is the player who has the score (added 
differences from the five rounds) that is the 
largest after all five rounds are complete. 

pcmcmgm:  There is a strategy to this game. Think about 
what kind of two-digit numbers you will want to 
make. The larger the two-digit number, the 
smaller the difference (round score). 



2 PLAYERS' 

-"/ I '7 

IVIARVIALe. I deck of cards (Face cards and tens removed - 
' aces worth D 

GOAL:  Rip and build the biggest number possible after turning 
over 7 cards. 

PtALEV: 
L Each player draws a game board (or uses one that is printed). 
2. Shuffle the cards and divide the deck evenly between the two 

players. Keep the cards face down. 
3. Players dternate flipping one card and writing that number on 

their game board. Once a number is placed. It cannot be moved. 
Players can place one number in the throw away' box during the 
game. This must be during play and cannot be changed. 

4. Play continues until each player has completed their 6 digit 
number. 

5. The winner is the player who has the largest number at the end 
of the seven games. 

F040410, Once a number is placed, it cannot be moved Only 
ONE number can be thrown away. 

VAPIATIO Switch play to build the smdlest number possible. 

EXAMPLE GAME BOARD= 

now
 Awm, 

GAME OW>: 



2 PLAYERS 

MANN Air: 2 dice 

Got Have the largest round total afster completing dl three 
operations. 

PAM 
I. Player One nolls both dice. They then perform 

the following calculations on the numbers: 
• add the dice 
• subtract the dice (lowest from highest) 
• multiply the dice 

2. After completing all three calculations, Player 
One adds the results (sum, difference, and 
product). This is their round total. 

3. Player Two then rdls both dice and preforms 
the same calculations on their numbers to find 
their round total. 

H. The winner Is the player with the largest round 
score. 

vogivpviv. You have to do three calculations to And 
"-• your total round score. 
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2 PLAYERg 

MATRIAIT: I deck of cards (face cards removed - aces worth]) 

GOAL Have the highest total game score after five rounds 
of play. 

(ZULU: 

I. Shuffle cards and place them face down in a draw 
2. Player One flips over four cards. They choose two cards to 

add and two cards to multiply. The sum and product are 
added together to find their round score. 

3. Player Two flips over Four cards. They choose two cards to 
add and two cards to multiply. The sum and product are 
added together to find their round score. 

Li. Play continues for a total of five rounds with the scores 
accumulating for a total game score. 

5. The winner is the player who has the largest score at the 
end of the five rounds. 

12040/KR:  On each turn, two cards must be added 
and two cards must be multiplied. 

VAPIATIOM Players make two separate multiplication 
problems with their four cards instead of 
one addition and one multIplicotion. 



2 PLAYERS' 

MATRIALII: I deck of cords (Pace cords removed - aces worth) 

GOAL Have the most cards In your win pile after the round. 

(2tha: 
Shuffle the cards and divide the deck evenly between the 
two players. Keep the cards face down. 

2. Players place cards face down in a pile (without looking at 
them). This Is their flip pile. 

3. Simultaneously, both players turn over two cards. Players 
multiply their two numbers together, 

H. The player with the largest product takes dl of the cards and 
places them In their win pile. 

S. If there is a tie, players turn two new cards over and 
multiply. The winner of that round takes dl the cards From the 
round prior. 

6. Play continues until all of the cards In the flip pies have been 
used. 

7. Players then count the cards in their win piles. 
S. The winner Is the player who has the most cards In their win 

pile. 

poiovpro, Cards that are won are kept in a separate pile than the 
1,Cr- • flip pile. Game ends when all cords in the flip pile have 

been used 



2 PLAYERS' 

PIATRIAIS:  2 dice 

GOAL: Have the lowest total score at the end of the game. 

PULES': 
L Each player draws a game board (or uses one that is printed). 
2 Player One rolls the dice. They add their dice together. On their 

game board they then cross off one number or any combination 
of numbers that add up to the same sum. 
• For example: a player rolls a 3 and LI for a sum of 7. On their 

game board they may cross off any combination of numbers 
that equals that sum (ILI 1.6,2.5 or 7). 

3. Player Two then rolls the dice and follows rule two. 
Li. If a player cannot cross off any combinations of a roll, their 

game board Is finished. 
5. Play continues until both both players' boards are finished Players 

then add the remaining numbers that are not crossed off. The Is 
their total score. 

a The winner Is the player who has the lowest total score. 

Dimpg. Once you roll a sum that cannot be crossed off. 
you do not roll again. 

GAM[ POARD: 
EXAMPLE GAME BOARD: 

12245675'1 



2 PLAYERS' 

S1J 
ti441f12141.11: 2 dice 

6041: Have the highest score at the end oP -Five rounds. 

Oaf: 
L Player One rolls both dice and creates a two-digit number. This 

Is their round score. 
2. Player One then decides If they would Ike to roll again (take a 

risk) or freeze their score. 
• If a player decides to roll again they must be able to create 

a two-dig t number that is GREATER than their first rd. 
• If a player rolls again and is unable to create a two-digit 

number that is GREATER than their First roil they score o0 
for that round 
If a player decides to freeze their score, their round Is over 
and their score is locked in. 

3. It Is then Player Two's turn. Player Two rolls both dice and 
follows rule 2 

LI. Ploy continues For a total of' five round off play. 
5. Round points are accumulated for all Five rounds. 
6. The winner is the player who has the highest score at the end 

of five rounds. 

e[114404V1). You decide if you will Freeze your points or 
take a risk to get a higher score each round. 



2 PLAYERS' 

 

MANNA& I deck of cards (Pace cards and tens removed 
aces worth I) 

GOAL Reach 100 points first. 

121110 
I. Each player draws a game board tor uses one that is printed. 
Z Shuffle the cards and place them face down in a draw pile. 
3. Both players turn over 3 cards. They use these cards to create a 

division problem. Two nurnbers become a 2-digit dividend and the 
third card becomes the divisor. 

H. Each player divides the 2-digit dividend by the divisor (mentally or 
on paper). The answer In a division problem Is called the quotient. 

5. Students record the quotient and this becomes their score. Any 
remainder Is Ignored. 

6. Play continues in rounds with the quotient from each round being 
added to find the total score 

7. The winner Is the player who reaches 100 points First 

EMEMBEF : Each player must use all three cards each turn. 

EXAMPLE GAME BOARD: 

QUOTIENT S'GCRE 

GAME POAR: 



2 PLAYERS' 

 

MATEViAIS: 2 dice 

GOAL: Have the largest possible score after five rounds. 

PULCf: 
I Even/Odd Rule: 

• Even numbers are kept at face value. 
• Odd numbers are multiplied by ten. 

2. Player One rolls the dice. They then apply the even/odd rule 
(see rule D to the rolled digits. 

3. To get their score, Player One multiplies their two numbers 
together (after even/odd rule). 
• Example: A player rolls a 2 and a 5. The five is odd-

multiply by ten (5 x10 • 50). The two is even- kept at face 
value. Multiply the two numbers together to get a find 
round score (50 x 2. 100).100 is the score for the round. 

LI. It is then Player Two's turn. They repeat steps 2 and 3. 
5. Play alternates between players for 5 full rounds. 
6. The winner is the player who has the largest total score at 

the end of the five rounds. 

1200{mpro. Odd numbers are multiplied by ten. Even numbers are 
L-r— • left at face value. The previous round scores are 

added up each round to get a total game score. 



2-11 PLAYERS 

WIT[121,t1S: I de 

GOAL: Be the first player to reach 100 

PULES': 
I. Player One rolls the die. Points get added as they roll. If 

they roil a ONE their turn is over and they lose all points for 
that round. At any point In their turn they can 'hold*. This 
freezes their points for the round and it moves play to the 
next player. 

2. Players 2-1  repeat step one. When the last player has 
either lost all of their points because they rolled a one or 
they 'held", play then continues back to Player One. 

3. Player One starts rolling again. If they 'held-  their points on 
the last round then additional points get added to their 
existing score. If they rolled a ONE and lost their points they 
start back at 0 or their last held score. 

LI. Play continues until one player reaches 100 or over. 

copro, Once you •de h your points in a turn, those points are 
r-t-  • safe in the next round. You stop rolling and play goes 

to the next player. You cannot lose those points in 
Future rounds even if you roll a ONE Points that are 
lost are only in the round that the ONE was rolled 



PLAYERS' 

MATIVIALS: die 

GOAL: Be the first player to reach 00. 

RULES': 
Player One rolls the die. Points get added as they roll. If 
they roll a ONE their turn is over and they lose all points for 
that round At any point In their turn they can 'hold This 
freezes their points for the round and it moves play to the 
next player. 

2. Players 2-H repeat step one. When the last player has 
either lost at of their points because they rdled acne or 
they 'held', play then continues back to Player One. 

3. Player One starts rolling again. If they "held their points on 
the last round then additional points get added to their 
existing score. If they rolled a ONE and lost their points they 
start back at 0 or their last held score. 

LI. Play continues until one player reaches 100 or over. 

pcmorpro. Once you tdct your points In a turn, those points are 
safe in the next round. You stop rolling and play goes 
to the next player. You cannot lose those points in 
future rounds even if you roll a ONE Points that are 
lost are only in the round that the ONE was rolled. 



2 PLAYERS' 

IllATMAIT: I deck off cards 

GOAL: Have the most cards at the end of' the game. 

RULES': 
L Card Values, 

• Ace .11 
• Jack .12 
• Queen . L3 
• King . H 

2 Shuffle the cards and divide the deck evenly between the two players. 
Keep the cards Face down. 

3. Players place cards face down in a pile. This is their Flip ple. 
H. Simultaneously both players turn over three cords. Players multiply their 

three numbers together to find their mega product. 
a The player with the largest product takes all of the cards and places them 

In their win pile. 
6. If there is a tie, players turn three new cords over and multiply The winner 

of that round takes at the cards from the round prior. 
7. Play continues untl players cannot turn over three cards to multiply. 
8. Players then count the cords in their win piles. 
ci. The winner is the player who has the most cards In their win pile. 

REMOIR[12: All three cards are multiplied each round. 

VARIA11OW: Each player flips four ccrds instead of' three 
each round 20E C.E. C.11 
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